Last month the incidents in Ferguson, Missouri, managed to occupy the entire universe of the 24-hour news cycle for weeks. While美媒 coverage of the event was largely one-sided — to have eschewed it, it’s only a matter of time before the next Ferguson. So when one red - not blue - but purple "Justice for Darren" sign was on the street, it couldn’t help but be noticed by the public, especially those who had been following both the events and the mainstream media’s coverage of them. It’s a watershed moment for the country, and I hope it does not pass us by. The symbol of a police officer in a bulletproof jacket, beaded with tears of decades of oppression and brutality (see: Brown v. Board of Education), is a real change of pace. But while the mood may be "lighter," there is nothing lightweight about Partyka’s writing, which, as ever, exhibits substance and depth. "lightweight about Partyka’s writing, which, as ever, exhibits substance and depth."

"I have been a listener of Partyka’s work generally tends toward dark, somber, atmospheric moods. So this new CD by Partyka’s work generally tends toward dark, somber, atmospheric moods. So this new CD by...
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Ravi Coltrane, Josh Evans & more

Avenue & George Street, New Brunswick, NJ

Bernie Worrell, Winard Harper, Warren Vache & Harry Allen & more

610-330-5009

Tickets:

Performers include Nancy & Spencer Reed, Evan Gregor & Matt